Density fluctuations in low-collisionality, low-beta (p-O.1 %), currentless plasmas produced with electron cyclotron heating (ECH) in the Advanced Toroidal Facility (ATF) torsatron [Fusion Technol. 10, 179 (1986)] have been studied using a 2 mm microwave scattering diagnostic. Pulsed gas puffing is used to produce transient steepening of the density profile from its typically flat shape; this leads to growth in the density fluctuations when the temperature and density gradients both point in the same direction in the confinement region. The wave number spectra of the fluctuations that appear during this perturbation have a maximum at higher k,p, (-1) than is typically seen in tokamaks. The in-out asymmetry of the fluctuations along the major radius correlates with the distribution of confined trapped particles expected for the ATF magnetic field geometry. During the perturbation, the relative level of the density fluctuations in the confinement region (integrated over normalized minor radii p from 0.5 to 0.85) increases from Z/n-1% when the density profile is flat to i/n -3% when the density profile is steepened. These observations are in qualitative agreement with theoretical expectations for helical dissipative trapped-electron modes (DTEMs), which are drift-wave instabilities associated with particle trapping in the helical stellarator field; they suggest that trapped-electron instabilities may play a role in constraining the shape of the density profile in ATF, but have little effect on global energy confinement. 0 199.5 American Itwtitute of Physics.
I. lNTRODlJCTlON
The radial transport of energy and particles in magnetically confined plasmas in tokamak and stellarator experiments is much larger than expected from fundamental neoclassical transport theory, and the search for an understanding of "anomalous" transport mechanisms continues to be a major component of contemporary controlled fusion research."* Accordingly, considerable effort is being expended in studying the plasma fluctuations and turbulence that are the Iikely causes of enhanced radial transport. Since the magnitude and functional dependence of global energy confinement in tokamaks and stellarators appear to be quite similar, in spite of the rather different magnetic topologies and plasma stability properties of these devices, comparisons of fluctuation phenomena in these two confinement geometries can shed light on the physics underlying transport phenomena.
Instabilities associated with particles trapped in the magnetic mirrors produced by the geometry of the confining field have been observed in linear experiments3 and have long been suspected to be important in toroidal confinement, since they can result in effective heat transport coefficients that increase with temperature in a fashion similar to that seen in some experiments.2*4 Recent advances in measurements of turbulence in hot tokamak plasmas5-T are improving the knowledge of turbulence characteristics and their dependence on plasma parameters and heating. However, a clear picture of the role of trapped-particle instabilities in tokamak and stellarator experiments has yet to emerge. In tokamaks, dissipative trapped-electron modes (DTEMs)* are drift waves that are destabilized by the particle population trapped in the inhomogeneities of the magnetic field strength IBf produced by the l/R dependence of the toroidal magnetic field. In toroidal stellarators, the heIica1 ripple in IL31 (which has relative amplitude a> due to the stellarator field results in an additional particle trapping mechanism that can also lead to trapped-particle instabilities. ' Since the connection length of the helical field ripples . (where M is the number of stellarator field periods) is typically much shorter than the connection length of the toroidal magnetic well L+=qR, the electron collisionality r.$ = r+&llh/V,, for helical trapping (here v,tf= '/eif elr is the effective electron collision frequency and V,, is the electron thermal velocity) is proportionally lower than the toroidal collisionality v,* at the same temperature and density. For the electrons, the condition r&Cl required for helical DTEMs can be fulfilled even at modest plasma parameters (T,-1 keV, n,~lO'~ cme3) like those achieved during operation with electron cyclotron heating (ECH) in present-day stellarators.
The Advanced Toroidal Facility lo (ATF) is well suited to studies of plasma turbulence and transport because of its capabilities for control of plasma parameters and magnetic configuration, as well as its variety of diagnostics designed to study local transport and fluctuations. A number of fluctuation diagnostics have already yielded valuable information on magnetic fluctuations" and potential fluctuations, both at the plasma edge [fast reciprocating Langmuir probe (FRLP)" *'3] and in the interior [heavy-ion beam probe (I-uBP) '~] . Density fluctuations have been studied using the FRLP, the HIBP, and correlation reflectometry. '5,16 The microwave scattering diagnostic is an important addition to this set, because it permits measurements of wave number spectra in a broad k range and has access to the entire plasma cross section. The spatial resolution of the microwave scattering diagnostic is sufficient to distinguish among fluctuations in the plasma core, in the confinement region, and at the plasma edge. Thus, this diagnostic is extremely useful for the study of ECH plasmas in ATF, which are generally characterized by flat to hollow density profiles and comparatively low average densities (ii, ~lO'~ cm-3) .17,18 Plasmas in this regime are marginally stable to DTEMs in the core and dominated by pressure-gradient-driven resistive interchange modes at the edge.9*'7"8 Pushing the plasma out of this marginally stable condition in some way could make it possible to observe the excitation of drift-wave-induced turbulence. These quiescent discharges have low normalized plasma pressure P=~/(B*/2&=0.1%, and only a small residual plasma bootstrap current" of -1-2 kA, so it is highly unlikely that competing pressure or current-driven MHD phenomena are involved in the fluctuations; this removes a significant degree of complication from these experiments. used to produce conditions that could be expected to excite trapped-electron instabilities. In Sec. V we describe turbulence measurements for a number of different magnetic configurations. In Sec. VI we compare the experimental results with theoretical expectations for trapped-electron drift-wave instabilities, and in Sec. VII we summarize the conclusions.
II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
ATF is a large stellarator-type device with a major radius R,=2.1 m, average plasma radius 6=0.27 m, and magnetic field B s 1.9 T. Its confining field and flux surfaces are produced by a torsatron helical winding set having poloidal multipolarity 1=2 and M= 12 toroidal field periods, and by associated poloidal field coils. In its nominal magnetic configuration, ATF has a central rotational transform +a = l/q, =O.3 and an edge rotational transform +a= l/q,= 1. The helical magnetic field ripple is near zero on the magnetic axis and rises approximately proportional to p" to -0.3 at the plasma edge (p=rlZ is the normalized plasma minor radius).
In this paper we describe experiments that were specifically designed to look for evidence of trapped-electron instabilities. In Sec. II, we describe the ATF device, its diagnostics, and the experimental procedure. In Sec. III we describe the setup and calibration of the microwave scattering system. In Sec. IV we describe experiments in which gas puffing was A four-channel, 2 mm microwave scattering system is used to study density fluctuations in ATE (Details of the setup and calibration procedure for this diagnostic are given in Sec. III.) A steerable transmitting antenna is mounted in a port on the inside (small-major-radius side) of the torus, and four receiving antennas are mounted on outside ports. The scattering volume can be spatially scanned over the plasma minor cross section, as shown in Fig. 1 . The diameter of the Gaussian microwave beams is 3.2 cm at the beam waist. The range of accessible fluctuation perpendicular wave numbers is 3 cm-' <k, <20 cm-' and varies with the location of the scattering volume. The spatial resolution of the system varies with the scattering angle (8,<40') and with the location of the intersection of the incident and scattered microwave beams, but typically it is better for higher k, (larger /3,). In practice, to resolve the contributions to the scattered wave from the plasma core (p<OS), the confinement region (0.5~p~O.85), and the plasma edge (p>O.85), only signals with k,>6 cm-' are used in the data analysis. When the scattering volume is located above or below the plasma center (i.e., at R=R,), fluctuations with predominantly radial Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 2, No. 2, February 1995 wave numbers (k,* k J scatter the incident beam. If the scattering volume is close to the equatorial plane of the torus (z-O), fluctuations with predominantly poloidal wave numbers (k,+kp) contribute to the scattered beam.
A microwave generator with frequency f = 135 GHz and output power P=O.5 W is used. The incident microwave beam polarization is chosen to be ordinary mode, i.e., the electric field (E,) vector of the incident wave is parallel to the magnetic field on the magnetic axis. Homodyne and dual-homodyne2' measurements (in the latter, a pair of quadrature detectors is used at each channel) are made to find the intensities and the propagation direction of the fluctuations. Four 12-bit, 130 kbyte digitizers, operating at a sampling frequency of 1 MHz, store two time samples (130 ms each) of each of the four detector signals during each ATF shot. The frequency of the digitizers allows analysis of the fluctuation frequency spectra up to 400 kHz; active four-pole low-pass filters are used to attenuate signals above this frequency to prevent aliasing.
The results are arranged in a database, which includes plasma-related parameters (e.g., average density, plasma stored energy, gyrotron power, and currents in the magnetic coils) along with spectral representations of the scattering signals determined from fast-Fourier transform (FFT) digital signal processing.*' The spectral data include the mean square values of the signals for each channel, calculated for six frequency bands in the range from 2 to 250 kHz, and the spectrally averaged frequencies of the signals. These quantities are calculated for 20 ms analysis intervals. Each interval is further subdivided into overlapping 5 12-point segments to produce 77 spectral realizations for the FFT processing. Another database documents antenna geometries, characteristics of the magnetic configurations, and the results of the scattering geometry analysis (location and dimensions of the scattering volume, average density in each scattering volume, number of electrons, spatial resolution, fluctuation wave numbers, etc.) for each ATF discharge. The scattering volume characteristics (the average density and the number of electrons in the scattering volume) and the analysis of the correlation of the density fluctuation intensity are based on measurements of the density profiles by a 15-channel farinfrared (FIR) interferometer2* Electron temperature profiles are determined using an electron cyclotron emission diagnostic system.23 The HIBPi4.'* was used to measure radial profiles of plasma potential for selected data sequences.
III. SETUP AND CALIBRATION OF THE SCATTERING DIAGNOSTIC
Scattering measurements have the distinct advantage of yielding wave-number-resolved spectra of fluctuations. It is necessary, however, to make special provisions to obtain useful information about fluctuation amplitudes and the spatial localization of the measurements. In this section, we summarize the procedures used to accomplish this in the ATF scattering experiments. Since the details of the microwave beam optics and scattering geometry are important in these measurements, a detailed view of the scattering geometry used in these experiments is shown in Fig. 2 for reference. A. Determination of scattered power spectra
The microwave power scattered into the receiving antenna by the plasma density fluctuations is24 [where wT(zrs) is the half-width of the incident beam measured at the center of the scattering volume], and O=w~(zZ)lD~ (where D2 is the distance from the center of the scattering volume to the receiver). The scattered power defined in terms of beam parameters is then Ps= PT &z*)
To determine the fluctuation spectral power density S( k,w), we need to know the ratio of the scattered to the incident power P,IP,. the scattering geometry parameters (the distances D2, z2, and z&, the widths of the microwave beams, and the number of electrons in the scattering volume N, . We measure P, at the transmitting antenna. When the transmitting and receiving antennas are aligned so as to face each other, we measure the ratio of the microwave power at the detector PR to the incident power PT. This ratio includes power losses due to the power transmission from one antenna to another (directivity loss) and losses in the transmission line and microwave circuit elements:
where wT( D -z i) is the half-width of the transmitter beam measured at the position of the lens of the receiver, kl is the waveguide loss coefficient, and k, is the directivity loss. Using a square-law detector that has a sensitivity of A, we determine the power losses in the waveguide to be k,= U,/(V,k,), where V, and V, are the responses of the detector to the received and transmitted power correspondingly. If this detector is used in the homodyne scheme for the measurements of the scattered power P,, its response also depends on the microwave power in the reference channel (local oscillator power) Pref: lJSd=AJmf, where Psd= k,P, . In other words,
where the angle brackets denote the time averaging of the detector signal. Using Eq. (3) in Eq. (2), we finally arrive at S(k)= sf k, 4T$;;;;Ts' (+&J-l, 'R (4) which uses both measured (UR , V,,, Us,, kg) and computed CD?, u'r(z&, u'R(zz), N,] quantities. The microwave beam parameters were experimentally determined using a test stand built to the exact dimensions of the ATF chamber cross section before the diagnostic was installed on ATF itself. The microwave beam waist was measured as a function of distance from the antenna and was found to agree to within 2% with the optics calculations. Therefore, we use these "semimeasured" values of wr and r$'R in the spectral power density computations in Eq. (4). This leaves the number of electrons inside the scattering volume N, to be determined for experimental density profiles in the actual magnetic confinement geometry.
the density fluctuation level can be mental measurements of S(k,w) as calculated from experi-
The location of the scattering volumes in the magnetic flux surface geometry can be determined accurately because of the special circumstance of this series of stellarator experiments. Since the plasma pressure is very low for these experiments (/+O.l%), the magnetic geometry is negligibly different from that of the vacuum magnetic surfaces, which are determined from the external coil currents. The microwave beam propagation v= 135 GHz) is also essentially unaffected by the presence of this low-density plasma: ray tracing calculations with the RAYS three-dimensional ray tracing codez5 (which incorporates the full stellarator field) showed that refraction of the microwave beam is negligible at the low densities of (5-10)X 10" cmW3 used in these experiments.
The smallest parallel wavelength that is likely to be present in ATF is given by the toroidal scale length of the helical stellarator field LII =27rRIM (here M = 12 is the number of field periods). This parallel wavelength corresponds to kll=0.06 cm-', which is much smaller than any perpendicular wave number k, in the present experiment. Thus, following the approach used on the Tokamak Fontenay aux Roses (TFR),** we estimate the contribution of the fluctuation parallel wavelength to be of the order rr/wll, where wll is the minimum of the microwave beam widths wr and WR in the center of the scattering volume.
If we assume symmetry of the density fluctuation spectrum in the poloidal plane (suggested by the experimental results in tokamaks), the fluctuation level can be determined as
The scattering volumes are determined as an intersection of two cylinders at the scattering angle 0, defined by the Bragg condition. Then, a Monte Carlo code is used to determine the total number of electrons inside the scattering volume, using as inputs the experimental density profiles (from HCN interferometer measurements**), the computed magnetic surfaces (from the VMEC code26), the angles of the transmitting and the receiving antennas, and the microwave beam parameters. The outputs of the code are the radial location of the scattering volume Pmin, prnax, the fluctuation wave number k, and its components k, , k, (resolved in the magnetic surface geometry), the number of electrons in the scattering volume N, , and an average density in the scattering volume,
Here we have assumed the density fluctuation spectrum to be in the plane perpendicular to B.
In the actual experiment, the poloidal plane of measurements deviates from the plane perpendicular to the magnetic field by the value of the pitch angle. In ATF, the field line pitch angle (tan-' cr> varies significantly within the confinement volume because of the stellarator field. In the plasma cross section where the scattering measurements are made, the tangent of the pitch angle can be represented in terms of geometrical parameters with the expression29
Ehop cos 28 y( 1 -eh,,p* cos 2 8-E,Op cot+ 0). ?i,= c n dVIV,.
. J "s This information is stored in the database files for a number of magnetic configurations and is used for analysis of the wave number spectra and the calculations of the relative fluctuation level.
After the scattering system was set up on ATF, we verified that when the scattering volume was positioned inside the plasma, the spectral power density measured by the receiving antennas was a factor of IO-100 higher than was the case when the scattering volume was located outside the plasma. This indicated at a basic experimental level that indirect scattering from the walls, etc., was not contaminating the scattering measurements.27
Determination of fluctuation levels
Using the definition of the spectral power density,
Here B, and BT are the spatially varying poloidal and toroida1 magnetic field componen&, respectively; /3 is the poloidal angle measured from the midplane on the large R side of the torus; y=Ma,lZRo is the pitch parameter of the external stellarator field, with a, the minor radius of the helical coil set; ehO and et0 are, respectively, the helical field ripple and the toroidal field variation (=the inverse aspect ratio, a/R). For the ATF configuration used in this experiment, a, =0.48 m, y=1.37, eh0=0.35, and e,=0.14. For the most important scattering volumes used in this study (see Sec. IV A), the pitch angles at the reference radius of p=O.6 are tan- '(u=5°-60. Because of the nonuniform helical field and the variety of scattering volumes used in these experiments, there are scattering contributions from plasma waves with finite kit that can project into the various k, channels. However, as noted earlier, the largest likely value of kl[ is -0.06 cm-', so that the projection of kli into the k, channels by virtue of field line tilt is even less than this value.
There is also a "false" kll scattering component produced by the projection of k, due to the finite pitch angle. For the scattering volumes of interest in this study, this component has an apparent kll = ak, =O. 12k, , and can be neglected.
A more significant effect of the finite field line pitch on scattering spectra has been pointed out by True et aL3 ' and Holzauer et aL31 Because of the finite extent of the scattering volume along the field line (limited by the radii of the Gaussian beams of the transmitter and the receiver WT-WR = 1.6-2.0 cm) the scattering diagnostic has a finite wave number acceptance width, Ak = 2/wR= 1.1 cm-'.
When the magnetic field line is not exactly perpendicular to the scattering plane, the components of the measured perpendicular wave number spectrum S(k,) are weighted by a factor (9) whose value increases with k, . In Sec. IV A, we present estimates of wave number spectra both with and without this effect.
IV. DENSITY STEP EXPERIMENT
Initial experiments showed that density profiles in longpulse (5-20 s) ECH discharges in ATE are generally quite flat, and are unlikely to drive drift-wave instabilities;'* similar results have been obtained on other stellarator devices.* In order to have a good chance of observing drift-wave instabilities, we explored a number of experimental regimes to develop techniques of producing plasmas in which dnldp (0. The most effective method was found to be an applied density step perturbation, which modified the density profile without drastically altering the temperature profile.
In this paper, we present and analyze fluctuation characteristics for a density step experiment in a currentless ATF plasma sustained by ECH power (P,,,=300-400 kW at 53.2 GHz). The magnetic field in this experiment was B,=0.95 T (second harmonic ECH), the chord-average den- sity varied in the range n,=(4-8)X lo'* cme3, and the central electron temperature was T,(O)=650-900 eV. Figure 3 shows the temporal evolution of the line-average density ti, , plasma stored energy WSt, central electron temperature T,(O), and gyrotron power PECH during a typical density step. External gas puffing at t=0.26 s leads to an increase of the average density from the lower stationary level (4.5X10** cme3) to the higher one (8X10'* cme3). During the density rise, T,(O) decreases from about 900 to 650 eV The plasma stored energy WSt shows some decrease during the gas puff, followed by an increase with density. The remarkable feature of this regime is that at the stationary density levels, the density profiles are flat or slightly hollow at normalized radii pGO.85. During the transition from lower to higher density, the n,(p) profiles become more peaked at radii ~30.65, as shown in Fig. 4 . The onset of the negative density gradient in the confinement region corresponds to the time interval 0.3 sCtC0.35 s. The electron temperature radial profile remains peaked throughout the density step perturbation (Fig. 4) .
The density step also results in a transient change in the energy confinement time relative to that expected for L-mode stellarator discharges. 
During the density step, the normalized confinement time falls from about 1.2 times the LHD confinement time for the initial flat density profile to 0.8 times the LHD value, after which it recovers its original value as the density profile relaxes to a flatter shape. However, the drop in plasma stored energy is comparable to the energy required to ionize and heat the additional gas added during the gas puff.32 Thus, we conclude that, within the limitations of our measurement techniques, no significant change in intrinsic global energy confinement is observed during these profile modification experiments.
A. Wave number spectra of the density fluctuations During the density step, the amplitudes of the scattering signals change as the plasma profiles change. This change is illustrated in a general way in Fig. 5 , which shows the time history of a scattering signal for k, =7 cm-' from a scattering volume that extends from p=O.35 to p=O.67, together with the calculated density gradient at p=O.65-0.75. As the density gradient goes negative, the scattering signal rises; it then falls as the gradient returns toward its original value. In this section, we describe the evolution of the wave number spectra measured with scattering during this perturbation ex- periment and also describe the degree of radial localization of the fluctuations that can be discerned with our scattering diagnostic.
The signals used for estimation of the k, spectra are chosen so as to avoid contamination of measurements in the plasma core by high levels of edge turbulence. Moreover, the scattering volumes used for the spectral estimates were chosen to be above or below the magnetic minor axis (i.e., at R -208 cm) to avoid inclusion of the inner-outer asymmetry effect described in Sec. IV D. The wave numbers of the signals used for estimation pf the k, spectra are presented in Table I , along with the minor radial extent of the corresponding scattering volume (Pmin and p,,,) and the number of the microwave receiving channel used. Figure 6 shows the scattering volumes for four of the chords listed in Table I ; the volumes for the other chords are similar.
To construct the wave number spectrum, we use data from five different ATF long-pulse discharges with density steps (Fig. 3 ) whose parameters (ECH power, electron temperature, electron density, and their profiles) were carefully checked to be the same. Figure 7 (a) shows the evolution of the k, spectra determined in this way during the density step experiment. The spectrum is initially flat, but a large peak appears as the density profile develops a region with negative gradient (t> 0.28 s). This peak gradually disappears as the density profile flattens after t=0.32 s. The maximum intensity of the k, spectrum corresponds to k, =12.4 cm- ' (k,p,=l) .
The observation that signals with higher poloidal k, spectra (including the magnetic field pitch effect) at two times during the density step: here S(k,) has been multiplied by the correction factor g(k,) from Eq. (9). The field line angles for p=O.6 in the scattering volumes of Table 1 were used to compute g(k,): the increase in the spectrum at high k, is probably overestimated because of this conservative assumption.
of the radial expansions of the scattering volume to, for example, 0.65~~,,,GO.68, the striking feature of Fig. 7(a) the growth of the signals with higher k,--is still apparent. This result is quite independent of the details of the normalization procedure (each signal is normalized by the number of electrons in the corresponding scattering volume) and the instrument calibration (four out of eight signals are measured with the same antenna-channel 3). If we include the field line pitch effect on the scattered wave number spectrum30Y31 by multiplying S(k,) from Fig.   7 (a) by g(k,) from Eq. (9), the high wave number portion of the spectrum is enhanced, as is shown in Fig. 7(b) for time slices before the density step and at the time of maximum turbulence amplitude. Note that the field line pitch angles used for the calculation of g( kL) were chosen to correspond to those at p=O.6 in the scattering volumes listed in Table I and illustrated in Fig. 6 , and fall in the range of 5"-6". In fact, the portions of the scattering volumes that dominate the measurements may well fall farther out toward the tips of the volumes, where the field line pitch angle is lower [see Fig. 6 and Eq. (8)], and g(kl)-+ 1, which would cause the "corrected" spectrum to approach more closely the original spectrum shown in Fig. 7(a) . A precise answer to this question requires deconvolution of the radial profile of the turbulence amplitude within the scattering volume, which is beyond the scope of our present measurements and analysis. The "corrected" spectrum shown in Fig. 7(b) probably overestimates the enhancement of the spectrum at high wave numbers, In any case, the essential conclusion of the experiment-that high wave number activity rises during the density stepremains the same. The scattering volumes used to construct the spectra in Fig. 7 were selected to give a good range of wave number coverage and radial resolution just sufficient to avoid pollution by edge turbulence. We can, however, get further supporting information on the radial localization of the fluctuations that grow during the perturbation of the density step by carefully comparing the response of signals from scattering volumes having different radial extents. Figure 8 (a) compares two signals with kL -17 cm-', but with different scattering volumes. In one case, the scattering volume clearly excludes the plasma edge (p,,,=O.67), while in the other it extends all the way to the edge (p,,,=O.99). Both of these scattering volumes include the region where the density gradient changes sign during the density step (see the profiles in Fig. 5 ). The relative time behavior of the signals is similarboth of them rise and then fall during the density step. The spectral power density for the larger scattering volume, which extends to the edge, is about a factor of 2 larger than that for the smaller volume that excludes the edge; this factor is comparable to the ratio of the two volumes.
The situation is quite different when we compare signals for which one of the scattering volumes excludes the region where the density gradient changes during the perturbation. the signal from the scattering volume that extends only to pmax=0.41 (thus excluding the region where the gradient changes sign) changes little during the density step.
Similar comparisons for lower wave numbers (6 cm-'-G,<12 cm-') show the same trends. These results suggest that the rise in fluctuations seen in the scattering signals are associated with the change of gradient in the region p=OS-0.85 and are not due to edge turbulence.
B. Measured density fluctuation levels
We assume that the fluctuations are symmetric with respect to poloidal and radial wave number components, which appears to be at least roughly the case (see Sec. IV D), at least in the center and on the small major radius side of the torus (RGRu). This symmetry is used in computing the relative density fluctuation level, as was explained in Sec. III B:
The relative level of the density fluctuations in the confinement region of the plasma (OSGpGO.89, integrated over the range of wave numbers 6.6 cm-'G,G18.4 cm-', is n'ln =7X lo-" before the peaking of the density profile and K/p1 = 1.4X lo'-' at t=0.32 s, when the fluctuation amplitude reaches its maximum value. Note that the value riln is obtained by summing spectral power densities S(k,) normalized to the number of electrons in the corresponding scatterPrevious measurements of n"ln in similar ATF ECH plasmas without the density step were made with the HIBP and with reflectometry.16 In the radial range covered by the scattering data (0.5CpsO.85), these experiments yielded iilna5X 10p3, which is quite close to the lower estimate of riln =7X 10e3 found in the scattering experiments. This suggests that the wave number range accessible to scattering includes much of the turbulence present in the plasma; it must be noted, however, that all three techniques have gaps in their coverage of the fluctuation wave number spectra. The microwave scattering system used in this study does not yield much usable information on fluctuations with k,p,<0.5; as noted in Sec. VI, additional measurements in Fig. 71 , the estimated fluctuation amplitudes are higher: h/n = 1.7X lo-' before the peaking of the density profile and piln =3.7X IO-' at t=0.32 s. As discussed previously, our calculation of this effect overestimates the enhancement of the spectrum at high wave number, and thus the inferred turbulence amplitudes are probably too high. A reasonable conclusion is that the two estimates from our scattering data roughly bracket the actual turbulence amplitudes. this range are needed to fully document the turbulence in ATF.
C. Frequency spectra of the density fluctuations
The measured turbulence is characterized in the scattering database by both frequency spectra and average frequencies, defined as f,, =C fJ,IX Si . The maximum fluctuation spectral amplitude for most plasma conditions occurs in the range f = 5 -20 kHz, while the average frequency varies between 25 and 50 kHz for the plasma core and between 30 and 90 kHz for the plasma edge. The widths of the frequency spectra are typically Aflf -0.6. Figure 9 shows the frequency spectra observed in the standard magnetic configuration during the density step experiment. The increase in the fluctuation amplitude that accompanies the steepening of the density profile occurs over the entire frequency range. However, when the density gradient is already negative, further steepening of the profile leads to a small but noticeable shift of the frequency spectra toward higher frequencies, as shown in Fig. 9 for the signals with k, =7.5 cm-' and k, = 12.4 cm-'. Note that for these scattering geometries, the radial components of the wave numbers are much higher than the poloidal components, i.e., k,+ kg, so that the Doppler shifts caused by bulk poloidal rotation of the plasma (described later in this section) are not important.
The average frequencies of fluctuations with different perpendicular wave numbers are close, so that the difference in average frequency is less than the spectral width. The temporal evolution of the mean frequencies in the density step experiment shows that the behavior of fluctuations with shift caused by the bulk plasma poloidal rotation must be included:
o,xp= w(k) + ksvbulk t (1.3 where our notation also includes a wave number dependence (dispersion) for the plasma wave itself. Only waves with significant poloidal wave number components kg contribute to this frequency shift. When the scattering volume is located above or below the equatorial plane z=O, the poloidal wave number component k, is negligible in comparison with the radial component k,, so we can obtain an estimate of w(k) without the Doppler shift. The effect of the Doppler shift due to plasma rotation can account for the differences in the temporal evolution of mean frequencies of signals with either mainly poloidal or mainly radial wave number components. As shown in Fig, 10(a) , the average frequency of the signal with k @4 k, almost doubles during the transition to a higher density level, while the average frequency signal with k,%ko does not change significantly. Both signals may be contaminated by edge turbulence (p= 1); the shear layer at the plasma edge'* thus contributes to the observed Doppler shift. If we assume for this experimental comparison that the observed frequency shift is due simply to the EXB poloidal velocity, we consider the relations (131 where W, and wz are the frequencies of two signals in the laboratory frame of reference, q(k) is the frequency of the plasma wave, and k , @, k,, are the poloidal wave numbers of the fluctuations. For the frequencies presented in Fig. 10 , these equations give a radial electric field E,= -4 V/cm, which is comparable with the measured value.'* Taking into account the Doppler shift, one can deduce an average fluctuation frequency in the plasma frame of reference. For the signals in Fig. 10 , this estimate gives f=40 kHz. Thus, the bulk plasma rotates with a velocity of about 5X lo4 cm/s in the electron diamagnetic direction. This value is in very good agreement with that deduced from HIBP measurements of the plasma potential profile. Figure 10 (b) presents the time history of the EXB rotation velocity computed from the HIBP potential profile measurements at p=O.82-0.88 in this series of discharges; positive values correspond to rotation in the electron diamagnetic direction. The fluctuations propagate in this direction as well, as is shown by dual-homodyne measurements of the scattering signals having mainly poloida1 component wave number components (k,). As shown in Fig. 11 , the frequency spectrum is downshifted with respect to the probe-wave frequency. This corresponds to the electron diamagnetic direction in this scattering geometry. Note that this scattering volume contains an edge contribution because of geometrical constraints like those for the measurements with k,+ k, presented in Fig. 10 . Figures 12 and 13 show the amplitudes of the fluctuations during the density step at different locations in the plasma. The signals chosen here have wave numbers in the poloidal plane in the range k, =6.6-8.1 cm-'. The limited spatial resolution does not allow accurate comparison of the local fluctuation intensity as a function of major radius, but qualitative conclusions for the main plasma (~~0.85) and the periphery (p-1) can be made. Figure 12 shows the temporal evolution of the scattering signal amplitudes (normalized by the mean density in the scattering volume) S(k,)lnK[i(k,)ln]2 during the density step. Note that the scattering volumes for these signals do not include the edge region, p= 1. When the density profile develops steep negative gradients, the amplitudes of signals from scattering volumes with R<R, (both above and below the equatorial plane) are three to four times higher than those of signals from R>R, , Signals from scattering volumes located above (z>O) and below (z<O) the equatorial plane, but at the same major radius, are relatively symmetric in intensity.
D. Spatial asymmetry of the fluctuations
Comparison of signals that include scattering from the plasma edge reveals even greater inner-outer asymmetry of the intensities along the major radius, as is shown in Fig. 13 . The fluctuation levels for R-CR, are much higher in the plasma edge than in the confinement region, but again, signals for R-CR, are much larger than those for R> Ro .
V. MAGNETIC CONFIGURATiON SCANS
The experimental data presented in Sec. III are for the standard magnetic configuration of ATE This configuration can be altered by varying the currents flowing in three independent sets of poloidal field coils. This permits variation of the dipole and quadrupole moments of the magnetic configuration.33 Variation of the dipole moment A&,, changes the major radial position ot the magnetic axis. Variation in the quadrupole moment AQ,, changes the (axisymmetric) elongation of the magnetic surfaces. Appropriate choice of the moments permirs fine control of magnetic configuration parameters such as rotational transform profile, shear, magnetic well depth. and the fraction of trapped particles that are confined in the vacuum magnetic field. 34 We compare relative levels of density fluctuations for the three magnetic configurations shown in Fig. 14(a) for signals with k,= 14.3 cm-'. Although the antenna geometry is the same for the signals that are shown, the spatial resolutions are different because the scattering volume covers different ranges of the plasma radius, depending on the vertical elongation of the magnetic surfaces. The characteristics of the magnetic configurations and the spatial resolutions for k, = 14.3 cm-' are shown in Table II .
Although the plasma densities in all of the shots used in this comparison are in the range G,=(4-8)X1012 cmv3, the density gradients differ. For example, the discharges in the r/ configuration are characterized by a rather peaked density profile, while in the U and W configurations, the density profiles vary from flat or hollow to somewhat peaked in the radial range of interest. Since the amplitudes of ail of the signals correlate well with the density gradient, we choose for comparison time slices during which the density scale lengths L,=nl (dnldr) have comparable values for the different configurations. Figure 14 Table II ). (b) Relative fluctuation level S(k)lr~~(rI/n)~ for the configurations illustrated in (a). fluctuation level is slightly higher for the configurations with higher ft, : a twofold increase in fr, produces a 30% increase in the fluctuation level (S/n) t". A similar tendency is observed during the configuration scan for other fluctuation wave numbers. Nevertheless, there is some uncertainty: in the V configuration, the density scale length L, is typically shorter than in the other configurations, and this might account for the higher fluctuation level that is observed. Note also that ftpc is calculated for the vacuum magnetic field (i.e., E,=O); in the presence of plasma, the finite radial electric field shifts the loss regions in phase space and can change the effective value of ftPc . Confinement studies of plasmas using configuration scans within single discharges show little variation in energy confinement with f,, until f,,,>O.8, at which point confinement degrades sharply.34
VI. COMPARISON WITH DRIFT WAVE THEORY
The steepening of the density profile in the confinement region (Fig. 4) creates unique conditions for studying drift wave instabilities, since the scattering diagnostic distinguishes among the plasma edge (where the density gradient is always negative), the confinement region (where the sign of the gradient changes during the density step), and the central region (where the density profile shape changes little). A necessary condition for the DTEM to become unstable is dT, dn -->o. dp dp (14) Thus, by controlling the sign of the density gradient in the confinement region of the plasma while maintaining dT,ldp<O, one can, in principle, excite drift waves. During the density step, Eq. (14) is satisfied from about t=0.3 s to t =0.35 s, and a clear correlation of the relative fluctuation level with the sign of the density gradient at p=O.65-0.7 is observed (Figs. 5 and 8 ). This observation is important evidence for a drift-wave mechanism as the origin of the fluctuations. The linear theory of drift waves in stellarators provides a plausible qualitative explanation of some of the fluctuation characteristics observed in the density step experiments on ATE A collisionality parameter v,*= vcrf/wbr (where v,, is the effective electron-ion collision rate, which is V~ilEt for toroidal trapping and V,iIEh for helical trapping, and ti&= V,,ILII is the electron bounce frequency) must be less than one for the DTEM to exist. Electrons trapped in the helical ripples of stellarators have a different v,* than do toroidally trapped electrons, and can drive helical DTEMs.~ For typical ATF plasmas, the condition v,* < 1 is easier to satisfy for helically trapped electrons because the connection length of the helical field ripple LII = 2 TRIM (M is the number of field periods; for ATF, M = 12) is shorter than the connection length of the toroidal magnetic well LII = qR. Figure 15 shows radial profiles of the collisionality parameter v,* and v,*, computed for the conditions of the density step experiment. For these calculations, an effective ion charge Z,,=2.5 (typical for ECH discharges in ATF) was used. In the radial range of interest (0.5Sp~O.85), the condition v,* <l is satisfied only for the helically trapped electrons. Toroidally trapped electrons do not enter the collisionless regime (at least when the density gradient is negative in these experiments), and therefore a toroidally induced DTEM is unlikely to occur. Also, when v&C 1, one can expect the development of the universal or collisionless drift instability,35'36 associated with the inverse Landau damping of the wave on the circulating (untrapped) electrons as a dissipation mechanism.
As soon as v$< 1 and the gradient condition in Eq. (14) is fulfilled, helically trapped electrons can drive the DTEM instability. An existence condition for helical DTEMs establishes a lower bound on the unstable wave numbers:9 &e,Ps2( 1+ 3 4' 1 (3R&142rL;)-1 '
where the normalized amplitude of the helical stellarator field is given by 6 (=0.32 for the ATF configuration). For the parameters of the plasma during the density step, the value of the density scale length L, plays a critical role in the inequality of Eq. (14). Figure 16 shows a plot of the lowest unstable wave number kg&., of the helically induced DEM [from Eq. (15) (13) and (14)] of the helical DEEM for the plasma parameters corresponding to r=0.32 s in the density step experiment (Fig.   31 .
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where f T is the fraction of helically trapped particles, W: is the electron diamagnetic drift frequency, vc = L,ILTc, X2= k;p;, Al=; (A)"' (2%) "" (17) represents the Iocalization of the wave along the magnetic field [with the sound frequency w~=(MIR~)c,], and w. is the frequency of the wave. The results of the calculations of the growth rate [Eq. (16) ] and existence condition [Eq. (15) ] for the density step experiment at t=0.32 s and p=O.7 are combined in Fig. 17 , along with the experimental kl spectrum, and demonstrate fairly good agreement of the model calculations with the observed k, spectra of the fluctuations. Note that the peak in the k, spectrum at t = 0.3 1 s (Fig. 16 ) occurs at k,p,= 1, and is thus at much higher k, than the maximum density turbulence amplitude in tokamak expetimen&, such as the Tokamak Fusion Test Reactor (TFTR).5*6
Analysis of the stability of the collisionless drift mode35d6 shows that this branch can be unstable as well during the time interval t =0.3 l-O.35 s at p=O.7. As with the helical DTEM, the growth rate for the collisionless drift mode is positive and has a maximum at k,>lO cm-', but in the wave number range of interest k,=lO-18 cm-', its growth rate is lower by two to three orders of magnitude than that of the helical DTEM.
Another argument in favor of a DTEM origin for the observed fluctuations is that the universal instability cannot account for the experimentally observed in-out spatial asymmetry of the fluctuations (Figs. 12 and 13) . The fluctuation amplitude decreases as the scattering volume is moved outward along the major radius. This observation can be explained within the framework of the theory of the helical be confined inside the magnetic axis ( R<R,), owing to the departure of the deeply trapped particle orbits from the flux surfaces. ' On the outside (R>Ra), the fraction of helically trapped particles that remain confined tends toward zero. Correspondingly, one can expect in-out asymmetry for the helical DTEM. Our observation of the fluctuation asymmetry fits this prediction. [This analysis neglects the effect of the radial electric field that arises to maintain charge neutrality; this electric tield can modify the orbits of the trapped particles and change the geometry of the particle trapping regions. We assume that this effect is small in these experiments, where the radial potential difference (estimated from the measurements of E,) across typical trapped-orbit widths is small compared to the electron thermal energy.] Some tokamak experiments [see, e.g., early measurements by Mazzucato in the Princeton Large Torus (PLT)37] have exhibited the opposite tendency: the amplitude of the fluctuations in the outer region is considerably higher than that in the inner region. This could be evidence of the influence of toroidally trapped particles in driving the DTEM in a tokamak, where the distribution of the toroidally trapped particles tends to be shifted outward in the torus.
The frequency of the helical DTEM is less than the electron diamagnetic drift frequency 0:; expressed as w,* times a correction factor, it is given by9
Since the term in S is small for our experimental parameters, we is proportional to the density gradient, and the peaking of the density profile should raise this frequency; this is consistent with the experimental observation (Fig. 9) . The differences in the frequencies of the fluctuations with different wave numbers k, are within the frequency spectra widths (Af/j-0.6). Shown in Fig. 18 are the experimentally observed average spectral frequencies and calculated frequencies of the fluctuations. The f(k) dispersion is calculated from Eq. (18) The experimental data include the average frequency of the spectrum. Only the frequencies of fluctuations with k,>6 cm-' are compared to the calculations because the spatial resolution for lower k, is poor and edge plasma fluctuations can contribute to the scattered waves. The comparatively weak dependence of the fluctuation frequencies comes from the polarization drift effect (1 fk: p,") in the denominator of Eq. (18) .
This stability analysis is in no way comprehensive. Ion Landau damping of both the helically induced DTEM and the collisionless drift wave could play a significant role for these instabilities, since their phase velocities are rather close to the ion thermal velocity: o/kll=2 Vti. Nonlinear effects, which are not taken into account in this paper, should be considered in connection with the coupling of (and perhaps energy transfer between) higher and lower k, fluctuations and the coupling of modes with primarily poloidal wave numbers to those with primarily radial wave numbers (isotropization).
Although the bulk thermal electrons are not trapped in the magnetic wells of the toroidal ripple ( v:~> l), as is shown in Fig. 15 , one could imagine the possibility that the helically driven DTEMs might couple nonlinearly to the toroidal modes. Indeed, the increase in the spectral amplitude at lower wave numbers (Fig. 7) might be explained by the onset of the unstable DTEM driven by toroidally trapped electrons. These modes could be unstable when the condition of Eq. (12) is satisfied and if w$<v,, , as outlined by Kadomtsev and Pogutse.8 The latter inequality introduces an upper bound for the wave numbers of the unstable waves. For the parameters of the plasma during the density step at t =0.32 s, it yields k, < v,/V,* =8 cm-' (here V,* is the electron diamagnetic drift velocity). The experimentally measured k, spectra (Fig. 7) exhibit a gap between the maximum possible wave number of the toroidal DTEM (k, =8 cm-') and the minimum wave number of the helical DTEM (k, = 12 cm-i); it is thus at least plausible that toroidal DTEMs might be present in these experiments. Such an explanation must be regarded as speculative, and requires further exploration.
Experimental measurements of turbulence are often compared with a simple mixing length estimate using the effective radial wave number and gradient length. If we use values from our measurements in ATF during the density step experiments (k,,,= 12 cm-', L,=5 cm), we obtain
which is comparable to the values of ii/n estimated from the scattering data (Sec. IV B). This might be taken as additional evidence that the turbulence is large enough to be in the nonlinear regime. However, the radial resolution of our scattering data is not sufficient to permit detailed comparison of our turbulence measurements with the predictions of mixing length calculations (e.g., the response of turbulent amplitudes to local changes in gradient lengths).
VII. DlSCUSSlON AND CONCLUSIONS
Core plasma density fluctuations in ECH plasmas in the ATF torsatron have been measured using a 2 mm scattering diagnostic. The fluctuation amplitudes are consistent with the presence of marginally stable helical DTEMs. The evidence supporting this conclusion can be summarized briefly.
(i) The increase in fluctuation amplitude correlates with the reversal of the density gradient during the density step.
(ii) The fluctuation amplitudes are asymmetric across the midplane: the amplitudes are much higher on the inside, R < R. , than on the outside, R > R, . This correlates well with expectations for the distribution of the confined helically trapped particles along R in ATE (iii) The maximum fluctuation amplitude occurs at relatively high wave numbers, k,p,--1. This high wave number feature is like that expected for helically induced trappedelectron modes, which are a particular feature of stellarator geometry. An existence condition for these unstable modes establishes a lower bound on the wave number of the waves that is compatible with the experimental observations.
(iv) The frequency spectra of the density fluctuations are generally consistent with expectations for drift waves. The observed density fluctuations propagate in the electron diamagnetic direction. The bulk plasma rotation (diamagnetic plus EXB) contributes to the measured frequency shift.
(v) There is some indication from magnetic configuration scans that fluctuation levels increase (albeit modestly) with the confined fraction of trapped particles.
These findings, when combined with the measurements showing transient rearrangement of the density profile, suggest that DTEMs may play a role in constraining the density profile in ECH plasmas in ATF (and perhaps other stellarators as well) to remain flat in regions of high temperature and low collisionality. This hypothesis has also been presented from a theoretical standpoint by Dominguez et a1.9 Interestingly, the profile changes and increase in fluctuations seen in these ATF experiments are not accompanied by a significant change in global energy confinement: rE continues to follow L-mode scaling. The apparent insensitivity of the global energy confinement to the appearance of instabilities specifically connected to the three-dimensional helical structure of the stellarator magnetic field is additional evidence that the details of the confining magnetic field are only weakly connected to anomalous energy transport. This observation may have broader implications in the search for the mechanisms governing energy transport in toroidal plasma confinement systems.
Additional experiments would be helpful in clarifying this picture. In a neutral-beam-heated plasma, beam fueling should be able to sustain a density gradient in the hightemperature region of the plasma and fulfill the conditions for excitation of the helical DTEM. A repetition of the scattering measurements for such plasmas could serve as an additional test of the DTEM hypothesis. Also of value would be measurements of the degree of localization of the turbulence in the helical magnetic ripples, temperature fluctuations, and turbulence amplitudes in the low wave number region of the spectrum (k,p,+l), where significant activity has been observed in tokamaks. These measurements require additional diagnostics, such as beam emission spectroscopy" or high-resolution correlation reflectometry in the plasma core,7 all of which have a higher degree of spatial localization than can be achieved with a microwave scattering diagnostic such as that employed in our experiments on ATE Continuing experiments on two devices with magnetic configurations similar to ATF should make it possible to move further into the collisionless regime. The Compact Helical System (CHS) torsatron,38 which is now in operation, has a plasma of comparable size to that of ATF, but at lower toroidal aspect ratio. The Large Helical Device (LHD)?9 now under construction, features superconducting magnets with a field of 4 T, a plasma minor radius more than twice that of ATF, and long-pulse heating power.
Comparison of results from devices with significantly different magnetic configurations would also be valuable. In particular, studies of low-collisionality plasmas in the Wendelstein VII-AS stellarator,* whose coils can be powered in different ways so as to vary the rotational transform and/or the effective magnetic mirror ratio of the helical field, could provide essential information on the role of trapped particles in plasma turbulence and transport.
All of these experiments would benefit from theoretical work to aid in planning measurements and interpreting results. Stability calculations in which the effect of the radial electric field is included are important for understanding measurements made in different magnetic configurations. Exploration of the nonlinear behavior of trapped-particle instabilities could help determine the validity of some of the hypotheses used in this study (e.g., coupling of toroidal and helical modes and isotropy of the turbulence).
